Mutant plant viruses with cell binding motifs provide differential adhesion strengths and morphologies.
The ability of Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) to tolerate various amino acid insertions near its carboxy terminus is well-known. Typically these inserts are based on antigenic sequences for vaccine development with plant viruses as carriers. However, we determined that the structural symmetries and the size range of the viruses could also be modeled to mimic the extracellular matrix proteins by inserting cell-binding sequences to the virus coat protein. The extracellular matrix proteins play important roles in guiding cell adhesion, migration, proliferation, and stem cell differentiation. Previous studies with TMV demonstrated that the native and phosphate-modified virus particles enhanced stem cell differentiation toward bone-like tissues. Based on these studies, we sought to design and screen multiple genetically modified TMV mutants with reported cell adhesion sequences to expand the virus-based tools for cell studies. Here, we report the design of these mutants with cell binding amino acid motifs derived from several proteins, the stabilities of the mutants against proteases during purification and storage, and a simple and rapid functional assay to quantitatively determine adhesion strengths by centrifugal adhesion assay. Among the mutants, we found that cells on TMV expressing RGD motifs formed filopodial extensions with weaker attachment profiles, whereas the cells on TMV expressing collagen I mimetic sequence displayed little spreading but higher attachment strengths.